indicate the general flows in the gulf;
significant frequencies of flow in other directions also are shown in Figure 1 . The shaded outlines show that the Alaska Current is weak , with little seasonal change in mean speeds, so that it is easily influenced by strong winds associated with frequent storms through the gulf, particularly from September-through May.
The data in Figure 1 and Table 1 After .lowing through Bering Strait, the current widens, and part continues toward Point Barrow, where it turns northwest. E-"j 0 Thie proVfiles of aopated aspeeds in Figure 5 shaw the vell-defVa-ed l1ilts of the c~rent. Avaflable data indicate a
Warl.y hie-~ rate of tanaart f cr this L-urrent, averaging about 3P x 3109 z 3 /I in tbe westerna pmrt and 224i x 109 = 3 /hbz In the easern Wert.
Mhe current proVile shown in Figure 6 indicates the usu~al mange of s-peed and the set that can lbe expected :in Drake Passage. 
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.50 Figzare 7 shows the boundary within which the prevailing northward flow most frequently occurs; it becomes best established in January. Table 4 The pronounced northward flow in winter coincides with the winds in the vicinity of 40"N, which predominate from southeast through sourhwest only during December and January; they prevail from northwest and north-northwest-in all other months. Table 5 shows the winds which can influence the current off the west coast of the United States in December. The more frequent south and southeast winds in region A vill increase the constancy of the north-setting current, whereas the more frequent northwest and north winds in region B will cause the current to be more variable. Countercurrents may occze near shore.
Years during which El Nin has been recorded with vreater than usual intensity are: 1891 *, 1911y 1918, 192, 1925*, 1932, 1939, 19ki*, 1953, 1957, 1965, .967 . of information av!iWlaile., it is obvious that detailed, accurate descriptions of currents cannot be readily obtained and that some currents will continue to be better known than others.
It is generally agreed that ocean current information is very sparse and usually insufficient for most ocean areas. Where there are sufficient ship drift observations, satisfactory current patterns can be derived; the number of reliable current meter measurements at sea is negligible. As more and better data become ave.ilable, the descriptions of the currents in this report can be refined to a greater degree of precision.
